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A Valuable Contribution
Michael Taub’s Israeli Holocaust Drama, a signiﬁcant
addition to Holocaust studies, includes ﬁve important
plays not readily available in the United States. Unlike
previous anthologies of the Holocaust drama by Elinor
Fuchs and Robert Skloot, this one narrows its focus to
works by Israeli playwrights. Taub’s book includes: Leah
Goldberg’s Lady of the Castle, Aharon Megged’s Hanna
Senesh, Ben-Zion Tomer’s Children of the Shadows, Moi
Lerner’s Kastner, and Joshua Sobol’s Adam.

to save hers, and she feels nervous about leaving her familiar surroundings for the unknown in Palestine.

Hanna Senesh, wrien in 1958 by Megged, deals with
the altruistic and heroic actions of a woman who refuses
to turn her back on her people. e play, translated by
Taub himself, involves a heroine who ﬂees Hungary for
Palestine but who returns to help her fellow Jews upon
learning of the Nazi abominations. Admirably, she refuses to turn over the names of her colleagues, even when
Taub begins his anthology with two helpful introduc- oﬀered a lighter punishment in return.
tory chapters. e ﬁrst, “e Problematic of Holocaust
Guilt ﬁgures signiﬁcantly in Tomer’s Children of the
Drama,” concerns the issue of Holocaust art: should peoShadows (1962). Yoram, like Lena in Goldberg’s play and
ple write about the Holocaust, and if so, what forms of
Rose White in Barbara Lebow’s A Shayna Maidel, experiwriting are appropriate? Taub wisely begins with the
ences guilt for having escaped the suﬀerings of his famideas of Adorno and Steiner, who expressed disapproval
ily: Yoram le Poland for Palestine and thus survived. He
of Holocaust art. He provides an excellent overview of
encounters Sigmund, who considers himself a collaboraaitudes toward Holocaust art and the aesthetic reactor because he survived in part because he was a member
tions it creates, drawing upon scholars such as Lawrence
of the Judenrat.
Langer, Ellen Schiﬀ, and Irving Howe. Taub then proLerner’s Kastner (1985) and Sobol’s Adam(1990) are
vides an insightful discussion of the aforementioned ﬁve
plays. He divides the works into two distinct categories– documentary dramas; both plays deal with historical
drama from the 1950s and 1960s (Lady of the Castle, characters yet include the playwrights’ interpretations
Hanna Senesh, and Children of the Shadows,) that focus of history. Lerner provides a sympathetic account of
on Jewish resistance and the plight of survivors of the Rudolf Rezso Kastner’s aempts to rescue Hungarian
Shoah, and contemporary plays (Kastner and Adam) that Jews bound for Auschwitz by maintaining clandestine
are more controversial because they deal with provoca- negotiations. Kastner feared that the revelation of the
Nazis’ intentions would result in widespread panic. e
tive issues such as collaboration.
Goldberg’s Lady of the Castle (1955) dramatizes a 1947 playwright provides a balanced account, defending Kastencounter between a Holocaust survivor and two res- ner but revealing his manifold faults. Adam concerns
cuers, one of whom works for Youth Aliya and tries to Itzhak Wienberg, the leader of the FPO in the Vilna
convince her to move to Palestine. e girl, Lena, had es- gheo. e play involves the moral dilemma of Wiencaped the Nazis with the help of an aristocrat, who hides berg (Adam): whether to turn himself in to the Nazis,
her in his castle. He eventually falls in love with her and who have demanded his arrest and threatened to harm
thus neglects to tell her that the war has ended so that gheo inhabitants in retaliation, or to maintain his freeshe will remain with him. In the play, Goldberg deals dom so that he may help the armed revolt.
with the guilt experienced by survivors; they wondered
Taub’s anthology is important primarily because
why they lived while their loved ones perished. Lena also it publishes these essential contributions to Holocaust
feels guilty for leaving the count, who had risked his life drama that are rarely found in the United States; Sobol’s
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Adam, for instance, has never been published in English
before (previous publications were in Hebrew and German). Regreably, Sobol, who has wrien arguably the
best plays about the Shoah, is known in the United States
almost exclusively for Gheo (1984), his most anthologized drama (Underground , the other play in Sobol’s
triptych, which he penned in 1991 has been published
in English by the journal eater but is relatively un-

known). Michael Taub’s Israeli Holocaust Drama will
prove a helpful anthology to students of Holocaust literature for decades to come.
is review is the exclusive property of H-Judaic and
H-Net (c) 1997. H-Judaic acknowledges the support of
Florida Atlantic University. Book Review Editor: Henry
Abramson <habramso@fau.edu>.
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